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ABSTRACT

Study of thermostimulated luminescence of an alpha
irradiated glass used as radionuclear waste glass has
revealed the formation of a structural defect induced by
alpha irradiation. To detect this structural modification the
thermostimulated signal of an alpha irradiated sample is
recorded under certain conditions. The nature of ge, erated
defects has been established using synthetic glasses of more
simple composition such as silica or boro-silicate glasses.
Results obtained with these simple gasses are transposed to
alpha irradiated radionuclear waste glass. The problem is
to see how autoirradiated glass could evolve in time. For
this purpose actinide-doped glasses are now being fabricated
and specific thermostimulated luminescence equipment has
been developed for this purpose.

INTRODUCTION

This study deals with a description of a physical
phenomenon concerning the formation of defects within
alpha irradiated glass matrices. This phenomenon was
detected after recording thermostimulated luminescence
induced by alpha particles in radionuclear waste glass.

Thennostimulated luminescence (TSL) and radiation
damage

Generally luminescence can be seen as an energy transfert
of a radiation to the electrons bounding of a solid. These
electrons can return in their fundamental state emitting
visible photons. In TSL this scheme is modified because

the irradiation creates by ionization pairs of charge carriers
which can be trapped by metastables states localized in the
gap. Their thermal activation allows the recombination of
charge carriers with light emission. The analysis of the
intensity of TSL according to temperature can detect solid
defects and the analysis of the intensity of TSL according
to wavelength can detect and describe luminogen centers
II].

I.I.- Glass under study
The different type of unactive glass analysed were

synthetised and selected at Marcoule (France). Their
composition have been yet published.

12,- Detection by TSL of alpha radiation damage
The glass samples are irradiated using an Americium

241 source which supplies one gray alpha per second in the
irradiation geometry used.

Figure 1 shows TSL results obtained with an equipment
built in Bordeaux laboratory and yet described [2]. We can
see a modification of the TSL response to a same test dose
after a high irradiation followed by heating. We have seen
that we can consider that only the high alpha irradiation
was involved in this memorizing effect [2]. This correlation
which exists between the alpha irradiation consequences
and a modification of the TSL glow curve indicates the
creation of physical damage induced by irradiation.
Nevertheless, the complex composition of these glasses
makes it difficult to describe the elementary radiation
damage process. So, results obtained with simple
formulations glass such as vitreous silica must therefore be
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transposed to nuclear glass. We have seen that we can
consider that alpha irradiation produces "oxygen
vacancy/displaced oxygen atom" pairs in pure vitreous silica
glass [3] and we have been able to generalize these results
studying glass specimens with composition closer to the
actual nuclear glass formu!ations[4].

Application to nuclear waste glass

Our previous studies consisted in external irradiation of
glass specimen. Nevertheless the international standard
organization recommends doping inactive glass with short
half live actinides as the basic method for investigating the
behaviour of nuclear glasses. To study such glasses (curium
244 doped) a new analysis chamber was required, based on
the device developed at the University of Bordeaux [2].
Although some components are identical with those used
for conventionnal TS1 experiments under non radioactive
conditions, the photomultiplier (PM) had to be moved away
from the specimen which emits not only light but also

X-rays, 7 photons and neutrons. An optical waveguide was
therefore placed between the specimen and the PM (fig. 2).
The entire setup was installed in a glove box. As in
previous work, glass behaviour will be investigated by
analysing changes in the TSL response to a test dose as a
function of a high dose. For this an experimental
procedure was developed and this approach is not being
implemented by the CEA at Marcoule.
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FIGURE 1 - Recorded TSL signal induced by alpha irradiation as a function of the
sample temperature.

a) response to the test dose of 3,6.102 Gy a

b) response to a strong irradiation (2,4.10s Gy a) followed by heating (773 K

during 2 minutes)

c) back to the test dose of 3,6.102 Gy a. We can see memorizing effect.
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FIGURE 2 - Schematic diagram of new TSL device.


